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Athol Fugard’s name is synomous with the South African theater. His plays set in South 
Africa reflect the politics of race. As a white, he was drawn into the struggle against the 
apartheid .Despite being a white, English speaking playwright his plays have been a great 
success. .He tried to highlight the human suffering in a fragmented society under the pressure of 
South African society. His play The Blood Knot established him as a playwright. 
 Fugard”s  plays after 1990 reflect  hope that the past can be lived  with ,if not erased .The post 
apartheid  of  Fugard  project the continued  hope ,fear in  the New  South African post apartheid. 
In the post apartheid period there is a paradigm shift from racial focus to the multidimensional 
human existence. 
White writers like Breyton, Nadine Gardiner wrote about the systems which existed in Africa 
during that time. Andries Oliphant a south African critic observed that post apartheid literature 
has several possibilities “ranging from economically sensitive to gender conscious literature as 
well as carnalised form of literature .Post – liberation writing has shifted from the representation 
of racial discrimination to that of class difference reflecting the new social fabric. 
Athol Fugard took up themes like highlighting the importance of confronting the traumatic truth 
in order to forgive and reconcialate. Fugard’s play Playland presents the confrontation of a 
Blackman and a Whiteman each in need of the other for healing and repentance. The play is set 
in a small town karoo. Martins Zoloe and Gideonle Rons speak about their past. Rapes, murder, 
crimes with Martinusoptimistic hopes of a beginning of a New Era Nelson’s Mandella’s release 
in 1990 
The play Playland deals with two characters that are guilt written. The night Watchmen Martinus 
Zoeloe a victim and Gideon Les Roux a white soldier who gave up war on account of remorse 
.By chance they meet and confess to each other their crimes. Though Martinus did not repent for 
the murder he committed 
Martinus: The dominee was very sad and prayed for me. There in the cell, on his knees, he 
prayed to God make me feel sorry.But it is no good. I still don’t have that feeling. All the years I 
was in goal, I sit here by the fire, I ask myself,’what is it that makes a man feel sorry? Why 
doesn’t it happen inside me? Baas Joppie – he was the prison carpenter, I was his handlanger-
he was sorry. He killed his father and he was sorry for doing it he cried all the times he told me 
about it………….But me? [31] 
Gideon emotionally narrates an incident when he used to load the dead bodies of people they 
killed 
Gideon…All the time I was doing this I had a strange feeling that it reminded me of something, 
but I could not remember what it was. And the old woman was still standing there watching us.I 
couldn’t take it anymore so I started shouting and telling her to go away and while I was doing 
that suddenly it came to  me, the thing I was trying to remember {35} 
The play is judged not for its political   background but for the deep insights and hope for the 
people living in the post apartheid time. 
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In MY Life Fugardm celebrates the new south African and listens to their  stories .My Life 
records the autobiographical narrative of five young south African women where these  girls  
read, reflect the diaries they wrote about their families and the racial discrimination. All these 
girls belong to different races, and they sing their songs as chorus and in the play where they 
perform involve the audience in singing too. Their voices are united into one, just as their grief is 
united .They learn their lesson from each other and seek solace, solidarity in their grief. 
Fugard brought autobiography out on the stage with the play The Captain’s Tiger. Fugard’s 
experience on the streamer as the Tiger, his encounter with a Japanese Prostitute and a donkey 
men who taught him to “write and speak’ for those who cannot do for themselves are depicted 
well. His play also talks about friendship and frustration with the South African actor Huguenet. 
The play also talks about the lessons Fugard learnt and he discusses the identity crisis of 
afrikanas. Valley song’s sequel play   Coming home portrays the post apartheid life when South 
Africa is threatened with AIDS The character Veronica returns to her home with her son 
Mannetje, after the migrant worker [son’s father] is killed in a attack. She is HIV-AIDS and 
returns home with a hope for her son’s new life. Veronica works hard and tries to instill 
confidence in her son. 
The central theme of post apartheid plays is human relations. As observed by Dennis Walden 
Fugard’s “Post-apartheid’ plays are perhaps  bound to express pathos and loss rather than 
anger and defiance, which suggests they may be of less importance in the present than in his 
earlier work. But as always with Fugard, considered in terms of the changing context of South 
African realities as well as his personal position, things are not simple. The representation of the 
fear of the other---if anything, the issue of our time world –wide continues as a central theme, as 
does the struggle to reretrive some element of hope for the future after the startling and dramatic 
changes in the country.To many South Africans, he appears to have sidelined himself from their 
daily concerns: the concerns of poverty, violence and disease, which have taken over from the 
horrors of apartheid.[2003;97] 
Fugard  tries to show that the need for humanistic vision, who saw apartheid as a tragedy and the 
characters need not be only Blacks, there are Whites, poor, Colored who represent the 
microcosm of South Africa His characters make a plea for reconciliation of the freedom and 
independence. 
If the choice of staying back in the country or leaving the country is given. Fugard portrays the 
change of South Africa and the images of exile during the pre apartheid .South Africa 
David Oliver is a white poet who returns to South Africa after sixteen years and lost years of 
political exile in London. The action of the play is after David’s funeral set in the region of 
Karoo. The three women in his life, his mistress, his estranged English wife, and the black 
servant, his illegitimate daughter Rebecca struggle to come to terms and memories of David 
which appear as a flash back. 
Martha complains that it was all that politics that caught him to trouble. It is a personal journey 
of everyone. 
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